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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In this eFile we announce a new
offering at Harty Rushmere Attorneys
namely, international trade, customs,
and excise services.
We have teamed up with subject
matter experts in these specialist
fields and identified a world class
software solution platform to assist in
these areas.

International Trade, Customs
and Excise
Harty Rushmere has for many years enjoyed working with clients
in various sectors, including transport, technology, travel and
tourism, mining, and manufacturing. During the course of
carrying out corporate governance, compliance, risk
management and other services for our clients, we identified a
need to provide additional technical support to our clients in
related fields of international trade, customs and excise.

To this end, we are pleased to announce that we have entered into a joint venture with specialists in this
field to enable us to offer our clients a full spectrum of related services. The additional service area of
Trade, Customs and Excise comprises, amongst other things: compliance reviews for clients involved in
imports, exports and/or manufacturing of excisable goods; litigation and dispute resolution services in
respect of customs or excise disputes with SARS (Customs); specialist tariff classification and customs or
excise valuation advice; advice on and representation in respect of trade remedies and tariff
investigations; and support or representation of clients subjected to SARS indirect tax audits and
subsequent demands.
As further support, we have also teamed up with the developers of a world class software solution for
global trade and shipping. This unique product provides a single digital platform to manage, transform
and optimize shipping operations and seamlessly integrates with back-office systems. The solution will
help run faster and accurate shipping processing, offers greater visibility into documentation and reduces
operational costs and risks, to mention a few benefits.
As this is a new addition to our offerings, we would be happy to arrange a call, meeting, or webinar to
introduce the personnel and services on a no charge, no obligation basis. Please feel free to contact Neil
Harty (neil@harty.law) or Rod Lichkus (rodl@harty.law) or call us at +27 (11) 8840792.
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